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MEMORANDUM Engineering Division 

 
August 3, 2015 
 
To: ACHD Commissioners and Director  
 
From: Bruce G. Mills, PE, Deputy Director, Engineering Division 
 
Subject: STAFF REPORT: City of Meridian Request for Street Lighting funded by ACHD 
 

 
Executive Summary 
The City of Meridian desires that ACHD pay for continuous street lighting along all future 
reconstructed/widened urban arterials within Meridian.  This memo addresses current practice and 
potential options for future consideration. 
 
Background 
ACHD received a letter from Meridian elected officials dated June 30, 2015 (attached).  The letter 
requests that ACHD change our policy, to fully fund continuous street lighting along all urban arterials 
within Meridian, as they are reconstructed/widened by ACHD in the future. 
 
Idaho Code 40-1415 (Responsibilities of single county-wide highway districts within cities) states that 
County-wide highway districts within city limits shall be responsible for the “procurement and installation 
of highway lighting where it is primarily of benefit to the motorist.  Energy costs and maintenance of 
lighting shall subsequently be a function of the city.” 
 
ACHD has consistently interpreted “where it is primarily of benefit to the motorist” to accept 
responsibility of paying for street lighting at the intersections.  Our current practice is to install street 
lighting (at our cost) at traffic signals, most un-signalized intersections, pedestrian signals, midblock 
crosswalks, roundabouts and major bridges, as part of arterial reconstruction/widening projects. 
 
In-between intersections, where we have interpreted street lighting to be primarily of benefit to the 
pedestrian, as a practice we install conduit and junction boxes on both sides of the roadway on all 
arterial reconstruction/widening projects at our cost, whenever cities express a desire to install street 
lighting during or soon after a project. 
 
ACHD Policy 5107 states: 
Where feasible, roadway lighting will be placed on all four corners at signalized intersections.  The 
standard design is to place the light on a 15-foot mast arm at a 45 degree angle from the signal mast 
arm, in a diagonal direction across the intersection.  Lighting will be placed at non-signalized 
intersections on District roadway reconstruction and widening projects. Intersection lighting should be 
based on AASHTO guidelines. 
 
 



 
Meridian Comments 
Meridian believes that ACHD should pay for all street lighting costs on ACHD urban arterial roadway 
reconstruction projects, including continuous lighting between intersections, for the following reasons: 

1. Continuous lighting reduces nighttime crash rates, helps to optimize traffic, and facilitates multi-
modal transportation. 

2. Lighting of an urban arterial should be continuous (AASHTO guidelines). 
 
Street Lighting Costs 
Typical costs for installing lighting on one mile of a 5-lane urban arterial are: 
ACHD Current Costs: 

o Intersection 
(includes lighting turn lane areas x 4 legs):  $100,000 

o Conduit and junction boxes 
(on both sides of road):    $60,000 

 
City Current Costs: 

o Light poles and hardware (varies by choice):  $100,000 - $150,000 
 
Options for Consideration 
For all urban arterials that are reconstructed/widened by ACHD, here are several options: 
 

1. ACHD pays for intersection lighting only (current practice) 
2. ACHD pays to install conduit and junction boxes when the City agrees they will someday install 

continuous lighting (current practice) 
3. ACHD pays for continuous street lighting for corridors with notable night-time crash history, on a 

case-by-case basis.  City pays for any upgrades over basic lighting system 
4. ACHD pays a percentage of continuous street lighting, sharing costs with the City 
5. ACHD pays for all costs to install continuous street lighting 

 
Recommendation 
ACHD continues Options 1 & 2 current practice, and considers adding in Option 3 or 4. 


